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Abstract—At present, bitcoin is hot, and its price prediction methods are emerging in 

endlessly, but there has never been a means to accurately predict mining disasters and 

plummets. Based on ARIMA, this paper proposes a bitcoin price prediction method 

based on cycle dilution method, which successfully realizes the cycle price prediction of 

bitcoin, with an error of less than 5%. The threshold trading experiment shows that this 

scheme can obtain a very high rate of return within five years, which is of great practical 

significance. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous promotion of blockchain [1] and metaversity, more and more people val-

ue Bitcoin investment. Therefore, there is a great demand for bitcoin's price trend, price pre-

diction and investment strategy. 

However, bitcoin [2] has experienced many short-term price plunges in history, and these 

plunges are often without warning and difficult to predict. Modeling based on the global and 

international situation, the policy trends of some countries and the current new COVID [3] ep-

idemic, we can achieve accurate prediction [4] to a certain extent, but the data that needs to be 

collected is massive, and the modeling process is extremely cumbersome. It is also difficult to 

feedback when new emergencies appear. 

In view of the above situation, this paper proposes a time series-based dilution method of 

Bitcoin price prediction, which performs the traditional stock’s limited buying and selling op-

eration on the predicted price. Based on the comparison of annual Bitcoin price data in the 

past five years, the method proposed in this paper has extremely high prediction accuracy, and 

the final investment [5] method has a very high and reliable rate of payback. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 ARIMA Introduction 

ARIMA is a classic time series analysis method that is a linear combination of past errors and 

stationary time series past values. ARIMA is often used in short-term [6] forecasting. 

ARIMA is mainly composed of AR and MA, AR is an autoregressive model, which must meet 

the requirements of stationarity, and the mathematical representation of the p-order auto-

regressive model is as follows: 
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MA is a moving average model, which mainly uses past interference and current interference 

to predict the real value of the model, and the mathematical representation method of the q-

order moving average model is as follows [7]: 
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2.2 Model Building 

At present, the existing modeling method adds parameters such as policy factors and panic 

factors to the model, but still maintains a certain percentage deviation, and the prediction of 

large-scale declines is still limited. In view of this, we chose to use the cycle prediction meth-

od, that is, to use a certain number of days as a period to predict the time series through the 

cycle, so as to minimize the impact of the huge decline such as mining disasters and improve 

the prediction accuracy of the model as much as possible. We chose to make a one-day fore-

cast for the future price of Bitcoin, then we compare the resulting data with the actual data and 

perform a series of parameter corrections on the model to improve the model’s accuracy. 

This is a type of time series analysis that analyzes numerical series of displayed indicator val-

ues in chronological order. It is combined with an AR model with a MA model [8] and uses 

the predictions obtained [9] through first-order or higher-order differential processing. It re-

quires differential processing of the data before modeling, converting it into a stationary time 

series, and then modeling it [10]. This can be defined as: 
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In this formula, p is the order of the AR models; d is the order of the differences; q is the order 

of the MA models. The symbol L also represents a lag operator and has the following proper-

ties: 
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After several predictive simulations, we found that ARIMA (0,1,1) had the highest prediction 

accuracy, so we chose ARIMA (0,1,1) as our predictive model, which is defined as: 

 0 1 1 1*t t t ty y   − −= + + +                                          (8) 

2.3 Rule Setting 

Since the service fees for trading Bitcoin are extremely high, we set a buy-and-sell operation 

in this model to be performed only once a day. The daily Bitcoin price is obtained through 

NASDAQ. 

In terms of price prediction, we mainly use diluted prediction, that is, by calculating the aver-

age value of prices over many days, and predicting the average value of prices in the next cy-

cle through the first several average values each time, so as to dilute the impact of sudden de-

cline to the greatest extent. At the same time, we believe that the sudden decline of prices on a 

certain day cannot be obtained through basic prediction. 

First, take several existing past prices as samples to speculate the price of the next day. We 

take 3, 5 and 7 days as samples. After comparing the real price data of bitcoin from 9/11/2016 

to 9/11/2021, the accuracy curve is as follows. It can be concluded that 5 days is the prediction 

period with the smallest average deviation through this model. 

 

Figure 1.  Precision Curve 

The dilution method is implemented as follows: set the number of days 5 contained in an in-

terval, take 7 days as a period, and take multiple samples to predict the value of the first sam-

ple in the future. This method only changes the sample from days to a multi-day average on 

the basis of our existing method, which is extremely feasible. Subsequently, we made predic-

tions and statistics. We use this modified model which can achieve great precision for price 

predictions over a period of three days. In order to achieve maximum accuracy, we made an-

other five-day cycle and a seven-day cycle prediction, and the number of samples collected 



was 7, 12, 20. Considering that the product of the period and the number of samples here is the 

date of the investor's initial observation, the smaller the date, the better the accuracy can be. So 

the 12 samples with the highest accuracy and minimal number of days in the single-day fore-

cast are used as the method. The result is shown in the following figure: 
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Figure 2.  Prediction Error 

3. Investment Strategy Application 

3.1 All In Strategy to Test the Ideal Maximum Income 

We have forecasted and simplified our investment strategy, starting with predicting maximum 

payback by using the method of maximum risk. Because we have been able to predict the av-

erage price of bitcoin in the next cycle with 12 samples with high accuracy by taking the five-

day average price as a sample, our extreme buying strategy is as follows: 

Whether the 
increase in the next 
cycle is greater than 

x%?

Buy next week

Don't buy next weekNo

Yes

 

Figure 3.  Extreme Buying Strategy 

The chart above is a strategy that determines whether to buy or sell in a week, and when it is 

judged to buy in the week, the model will automatically enter the buying judgment in the cycle. 

Specific execution is, the model has predicted the average price during the current week, if the 

price of the day reaches the predicted price, buy immediately, if it does not reach, then wait for 



the next day. If it is already the last day of the cycle, and the price does not reach the expected 

average, then it means that the price of the entire cycle is lower than expected. The price pre-

diction of the cycle is wrong, and failure information will be fed back to the model, waiting 

for the next time to judge whether it is allowed to buy. The same goes for the strategy for sell-

ing. The specific flow chart is as follows: 

Need to buy this 
week?

No trading operation

No trading operationNo

Yes

Whether the price 
reaches the 

threshold today

Is this the last day of 
the cycle

Waiting for the next day

Feedback prediction 
failure

 

Figure 4.  Buying and selling strategies 

Based on the prediction data obtained above, we apply the threshold buying and selling prin-

ciple in stock trading, that is, we predict to sell when the decline in the next cycle is greater 

than the threshold, and buy when the increase in the next cycle is greater than the threshold. 

Based on this method, we have obtained the following linkage diagram of income, buying 

threshold and selling threshold. It should be noted that X and Y in the above figure are uncer-

tain values, which need to be iterated through the circular algorithm. After that the best value 

can be obtained. Therefore, we wrote a circular code, iterated the absolute values of x and y 

from 0 to 5, stepped 0.1, and obtained the following results: 

 

Figure 5.  Yield results 



According to the original data, if the ALL IN strategy is used for buying according to the op-

timal threshold, the principal of the cost of $1000 after five years can be worth up to 

$24792713.3344129. At this time, the strategy is: if it is predicted that the next cycle’s in-

crease will be 2.4% then mark the next cycle as the buying cycle, and if it is predicted that the 

next week’s decrease will be 2.7%, then mark the next circle as the selling cycle. 

3.2 Improvement Strategy 

Through ALL IN's extreme strategy of completely ignoring risks, we get the buy-and-sell 

thresholds corresponding to the best payback (among them, the buy-and-sell thresholds are: 

bitcoin buying threshold: 2.7%, bitcoin selling threshold: -2.4%, gold buying threshold 0.7%, 

gold selling threshold: -1.5%). Then we will put it into the formula we use next: 

_ 0.027btb ratein =                                                 (9) 

_ 0.024btb rateout = −                                           (10) 

However, keep using the ALL IN strategy obviously violates the normal situation. We then 

add a new rule: when the cash is less than 10% of the total assets, we don’t buy. When we 

predict that the future change is greater than the buying threshold, we will buy bitcoin and 

gold with 30% of cash. If it exceeds the threshold by 1.5 times, we will buy with 50% of cash. 

However, if it is predicted that the future change is less than the selling threshold, half of 

bitcoin and gold will be sold. And we will sell all of them when future change is less than 1.5 

times the selling threshold. The parameter values and definitions added are as follows: 

_ 0.10money min =                                            (11) 

_ _ 1.5ratetime stop on =                                          (12) 

_ _ 1.5ratetime stop down =                                    (13) 

At the same time, in order to turn risk into visual data, we must define a risk index formula. 

Since the coefficient is related to the coefficient and the trading threshold, the risk index is 

positively correlated with the profit-stopping coefficient and the loss-stopping coefficient. In 

real transactions, the risk brought by stopping profit is less than stopping loss, so we use 0.2 as 

the coefficient of the profit-stopping coefficient. The minimum guarantee coefficient deter-

mines the amount of reserves. The smaller the minimum guarantee coefficient, the less the re-

serves, and the higher the risk index. Since the minimum guarantee coefficient can be 0, and 

the denominator cannot be 0, we add 0.5 to the denominator to standardize the result of the 

formula. Therefore, we define the following risk index formula: 
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To simplify the calculation, we always keep the profit-stopping coefficient and loss-stopping 

coefficient the same, that is: 
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3.3 Verification 

In terms of proof, we still use the circular algorithm to calculate the best value. The value of 

the risk coefficient we set is divided by the number of 1. The closer the absolute value of the 

risk coefficient is to 1, the lower the risk is. It should be noted that the risk coefficient is al-

ways a number bigger than 0. If the risk coefficient is less than 1, it means that the risk is 

caused by the profit-stopping strategy, while if it is bigger than 1, it means that the risk is 

caused by the loss-stopping measures. In order to make us see the risk index chart intuitively 

and accurately, we take the reciprocal of the risk brought by the profit-stopping strategy, so 

that the risk coefficients of the profit-stopping strategy and the loss-stopping strategy can be 

compared together. Then, we carry out a circular algorithm, and the risk index chart and the 

income chart after applying the strategy are as follows: 

 

Figure 6.  Risk Analysis 

After the income risk is obtained, we apply it to the new strategy. After the circular nesting 

algorithm, the final result is shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure 7.  Income Chart  



Finally, with the initial capital of $1000, the final value of a five-year investment using the 

method proposed in this paper is $209036.2. The result comes from investments with full con-

sideration of risks. At the same time, the way of investment is no longer ALL IN, but a meth-

od of changing the percentage of investment amount according to the judgment of situation, 

taking full account of stability while maintaining accuracy. 

4. Conclusions  

Based on the results and discussions presented above, the conclusions are obtained as below: 

(1) The dilution prediction method proposed in this paper has great accuracy.  

(2) The periodic average value and the price prediction in the case of large samples, which are 

both obtained by dilution method, have great accuracy. 

(3) The investment method proposed in this paper is highly feasible and prudent. 
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